How to read or listen to the news in English online
1. Login to the web site:

http://www.mln.lib.ma.us/

Click on “Databases” in the left hand column
2. Once at the Databases main page, log in using your **library card number**.
3. Once at the Databases main page, select the letter “N” under the green banner on the right.
4. Select News for You

**The New York Times**
This database includes full-text of the New York Times from January 1, 1985 to the present. Link to the top.

**News for You Online**
News for You. Online.com is an online news source designed for people who are learning to read, write, or speak English. Seven new stories are posted weekly for 48 weeks a year. These engaging articles are based on world and national news events. Each article audio includes audio where readers can listen to the whole article or sentence by sentence. Key vocabulary is shown in bold with the definition appearing by just rolling the mouse over the word. An interactive crossword puzzle provides an enjoyable activity while strengthening vocabulary skills. Link to the top.

**Novelist Plus**
Novelist Plus is a comprehensive readers' advisory resource for both fiction and nonfiction and will help you to answer the question of what to read next. In addition to the title records, Novelist Plus offers a rich array of customized feature content such as Author Read-alikes, Book Discussion Guides, BookTalks, and Feature Articles by the top names in the industry. Hundreds of ready-made, hand-crafted reading lists on popular fiction and nonfiction genres provide additional support for readers looking for their next great read. Novelist Plus offers bibliographic information on more than 200,000 titles, including over 50,000 nonfiction titles selected for their appeal to the general reader—all available to you with just a click of your mouse. Approximately 20,000 new titles are added each year. Link to the top.

**Nursing and Allied Health Collection Resource Center**
All aspects of the Nursing profession from direct patient care to health care administration are covered in this collection. Including nearly 400 titles, this collection's current and authoritative content will be of use to both professionals already working in the field as well as students pursuing a nursing-focused curriculum. Link to the top.
5. Re-enter your library card number.
6. Click “Continue”
7. Begin to use “News for You”. You can listen to entire stories, read entire stories, or listen and read sentence-by-sentence.

There are also listening comprehension exercises available.